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 The mobile device low performance comes from the storage device. Decreasing I/O traffic compensate 
this defect. Latest researchers found that the relationship between SQLite database and filesystem is a 
cause of needless I/O traffic. This paper suggest Selective Journaling. Selective Journaling use 
transaction features to decide if SQLite use journal in file system or in SQLite. Test result shows that 
Selective Journaling is faster than original SQLite. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  
As various mobile device become more common, many people prefer to use mobile device instead 
of PC. Therefore, many researches focus on mobile device performance. Mobile device had a bottleneck 
comes from the data transmission via network. However, better network performance remove this 
problem. Instead, storage performance is the hot issue for mobile device performance [1]. Storage 
performance is lower than any other component in PC. Mobile operating system makes this storage 
issue worse. Android OS control application I/O via SQLite for easy data management [2]. On the other 
hand, SQLite makes high traffic because of unnecessary writes. Many methods were suggested to solve 
this problem [4 - 10]. Most of these solutions solve the problem by changing file system data structure 
or using other hardware performance. 
 
This research suggest Selective Journaling for reducing needless writes from the conflict between 
storage and SQLite. The performance is better than the original SQLite. 
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Chapter 2. Journaling of Journal 
 
Figure 1 Journaling of Journal 
 
Android mobile OS has a unique I/O stack. Traditional system use the system call write() or user level 
function. Instead, most of Android applications use SQLite for saving data. Database atomicity and 
consistency are maintained with journal or log. When journal and log created, file system create their 
recovery file because file system recognize them as a new files. This is called Journaling of 
journal(Figure 1) [3]. Journaling of journal build file system journal for SQLite recovery journal. 
Previous research shows that 100byte string saving requires at most 80 KB I/O. Journaling of Journal 
takes 40 KB in this I/O[6]. The Journaling of journal’s unnecessary I/O traffic decrease the mobile 
device performance. 
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Chapter 3. Background Knowledge 
3.1 SQLite 
SQLite widely used because it is no server SQL with compact library. The embedded SQL database 
engine makes possible not to apply sever. Instead of this, SQLite reads and writes directly to the disk 
files.  
The SQLite library size so small that it can be applied in many small gadgets such as smartphone, 
PDAs, and MP3 players. Full optioned SQLite is smaller than 500KB, and minimal SQLite size is 
300KB. 
SQLite has journal modes such as DELETE, TRUNCATE, MEMORY, PERSIST, and NONE are 
the options that decide the SQLite performance and safe transaction. Because NONE mode does not 
use any journal mode, it has the fastest performance but the absent recovery journal does not 
guaranteed the safe transaction. User can decide to use this but this mode is not recommended for 
reliable transaction in SQLite. The other unsafety journal mode is MEMORY mode which saves 
journal in volatile RAM. This saves disk I/O but there is no safety when application error happened. 
If the application using SQLite crashes in the middle of a transaction when the journaling mode is 
MEMORY, then the database file cannot be recovered. 
Except none and memory modes, others have safe transaction. The DELETE journaling mode, 
which is the SQLite default mode, deleted the rollback journal at the end of each transaction. 
TRUNCATE journaling mode commits transactions by truncating the rollback journal to zero size 
instead of deleting it. The PERSIST journaling mode remain the recovery journal at the end of each 
transaction. PERSIST mode make journal header to zeros with overwritten. This will prevent other 
database connections from rolling the journal back. The PERSIST journaling mode is useful as an 
optimization on platforms where deleting or truncating a file is much more expensive than 
overwriting the first block of a file with zeros. 
WAL mode, which use write-ahead log instead of rollback journal, has the best speed with safe 
transaction. The previous traditional rollback journal writes a copy of the original database content 
into rollback journal file. After the transaction is finished, writing add or modify data in the database 
file. When the corruption from the accident like power disconnected, the original content saved in the 
rollback journal recover the database file. Database files come back to its original state. The commit 
occurs when the rollback journal is deleted. The WAL mode inverts this traditional journaling process. 
The original content is remain in the database file and the changes are appended into a WAL file. A 
commit occurs when a special record indicating a commit is appended to the WAL. Thus a commit 
can happen without ever writing to the original database, which allows readers to continue operating 
from the original unaltered database while changes are simultaneously being committed into the 
WAL [12].  
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3.2 EXT4 File System 
Filesystem controls how data is stored and retrieved. File systems can be used in any kind of storage 
device. Today’s common storage device is a hard disk drive.  
In this paper, the mount option about fourth extended filesystem (EXT4), which is a journaling file 
system for Linux, is shown to support Selective Journaling knowledge. EXT3 shows up the first file 
system journaling. Each of file system journal mode, Writeback, Orderd, Journal has their own 
tradeoff between performance and data corruption risk. Writeback has the best performance and the 
highest risk. Writeback mode create metadata journaling. The data will be written before or after the 
journal is updated. This lead file corruption when files modified right before a crash. Journal mode 
make metadata journaling and data journaling before being committed to the main file system. 
Because the journal is relatively continuous on disk, this can improve performance, if the journal has 
enough space. However, if the contents require the space more than the journal, performance gets 
worse. The shortage journal space cause of data write in the journal and the main part of the filesystem.  
Even though this performance problem, Journal mode ensure the data recovery against corruption. 
Ordered mode performance and recovery data is in the middle of Writeback and Journal mode. It 
also create metadata journaling like Writeback mode, but it's guaranteed that file contents are written 
to disk before associated metadata is marked as committed in the journal. If there is a power shutdown 
or kernel error while a file is updated or written, the journal will indicate that the new file or appended 
data has not been committed, so it will be purged by the cleanup process. This allows new files have 
the same level of integrity protection as the journaled level. However, overwritten files can be 
corrupted because the original data is not stored [13]. 
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Chapter 4. Selective Journaling 
 
 
Figure 2 Selective Journaling 
 
This paper suggest Selective Journaling to reduce the performance degradation. Selective Journaling 
choose either file system journal or SQLite journal. It depends on the number of changing pages. 
Selective Journaling use EXT4 file system because most of Android OS use EXT4. Selective Journaling 
gets ordered and journal mode from this file system. These modes are EXT4 journaling mode for 
consistency. Ordered mode care the metadata consistency in file system. However, journal mode assures 
data and metadata consistency. Selective Journaling use file system journal mode and turn off the 
SQLite journaling if only one page modified. Even though the file system checkpoint does not running, 
partial database update don’t need to be considered because only one page need to be registered. If the 
page changes more than one, there is no guarantee that I/O computing is included in the database 
transaction. This lead to partial computing that could be happened while checkpoint is working. To 
prevent this, file system data journal is replaced to SQLite journal. EX4 data mode changes to ordered 
mode(Figure 2). 
Selective Journaling does not have any performance advantage if the page modify more than one. 
However, Selective Journaling get less effect from this reason because the previous research [4] shows 
that SQLite in most Android OS I/O care only one pages. 
 
4.1 Build in SQLite 
In SQLite journal mode, at least two pages are modified because of database metadata changes. In 
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this case, metadata embedding [4] reduce I/O comes from the metadata changes. In WAL mode, 
which makes log, additional I/O comes from the wal frame header, the small data structure register 
for saving page information. Header embedding [6] helps to reduce I/O. 
4.2 Build in File System 
Current file system mount options can change journal mode. File system data mode can be switched 
by mount command line. The journal mode changes happen in every fsync()/fdatasync() function 
calls. 
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Chapter 5. Evaluation 
 
 
 
Figure 3 The performance result from 1000 transactions in each Insert, Update, and Delete 
query 
 
This section evaluate the Selective Journaling performance with following environment set up. 
Selective Journaling is modified based on SQLite version 3.14. Selective Journaling run in Samsung 
SSD 840 PRO Series.  
Selective Journaling, original SQLite and No mount are compared to check performance. To 
change the mount option in Selective Journaling, mount option change command is included. No 
Mount remove this command line to measure the command line overhead. The file system default 
mount option of No Mount is ordered mode. No Mount cannot be used as a SQLite because every 
one page modification does not save recovery journal; there is no file system journaling and database 
journaling.  
Selective Journaling, SQLite Journaling and No Mount are tested with insert, update, and delete 
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queries. Truncate, persist, and delete modes are applied in this test. Insert, update, and delete queries 
run with integer key and string value. The size of key and value is 30 ~34 bytes per a transaction. 
Each query tested with 1000 transactions. 
WAL mode is excluded in this comparison. Although WAL mode performance is better than 
journaling based recovery, most of mobile apps use journal mode because WAL mode does not 
guarantee the multiple transaction’s atomicity [11]. 
Figure 3 shows that Selective Journaling performance is better than the original SQLite. Most of 
SQLite transactions modify one page. Thus, file system journaling for recovery is applied most of 
transactions in Selective journaling. From this result, the journaling of journal is minimized. 
The run time difference between No Mount and Selective Journaling is the mount option change 
command line overhead which is the reason of Selective Journaling low performance. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and future work 
 
This paper suggest Selective Journaling for solving Journaling of journal without any hardware and 
data structure supports. The experiments use mount command to switch file system data mode, and 
check the amount of performance enhancement. The results show that PERSIST, DELETE, and 
TRUNCATE mode in Selective Journaling performance are better than the SQLite original journal 
modes. 
The ideal Selective Journaling performance is similar with No Mount one. Based on the No Mount 
performance, mount option change command is the overhead of current Selective Journaling. Next plan 
is set up syscalls can manipulate file system mount option in SQLite application. This will reduce the 
mount option change command overhead. 
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